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It’s Back

The Angola Oil & Gas (AOG) conference and exhibition will return for its fourth edition in 2023 as the biggest gathering of energy stakeholders in the country. This year’s event leverages Angola’s position as both an established and yet constantly evolving oil and gas province, positioned to awaken new investment, forge regional partnerships and usher in a series of industry-advancing deals – both in Angola and regionally.

AOG 2023 will explore the aspirations of the private sector and government, opportunities for project developers and the wave of financing prospects available. Discussions will be centered on the intersection of infrastructure investment and broader economic development.

Meanwhile, focus placed on the country’s rising role as a sustainable energy hub enables in-depth analysis into Angola’s solar, wind and green hydrogen opportunities, with a series of technical sessions and workshops exploring the integration of technology, innovation and capital within the energy sector and what opportunities await operators and service providers.

At AOG 2023, delegates will be granted the opportunity to connect with company leaders, government, policymakers and state-owned institutions, while a series of side events including cocktail functions, a dedicated energy club and the highly-anticipated gala dinner and awards ceremony improve networking and deal-signing prospects.

Angola is Africa’s biggest and most lucrative energy market, and AOG 2023 is the country’s ultimate energy event. Join us at AOG 2023 and shape the future of the Angolan economy.
Objectives

To achieve an Angola-centric energy transition that considers all resources, economic needs and opportunities.

To build upon Angola’s established O&G industry through partnerships, investment and new E&P deals.

To discuss the latest trends impacting Angola’s energy industry and how companies can position themselves as strong, resilient entities.

To solidify women’s role at the forefront of Angola’s oil and gas industry, ensuring growth is inclusive.

To promote the role the youth and SMEs play in scaling up innovation and technological expertise.

To promote Angola as a clean energy hub through solar, wind and green hydrogen investments.

To invest in Angolan infrastructure, positioning the country as a global energy hub.
Why Attend?

Networking Opportunities

Meet Key Players

Deal-Making

Driving Investment

A Unique Energy Environment

As the biggest energy event in the country and with a strong lineup of side events, AOG 2023 offers unparalleled networking opportunities which lay the foundation for new connections to be made and partnerships forged.

From hydrocarbons to renewable energy to infrastructure and local content, unite with industry leaders, policymakers and key players at AOG 2023.

Witness, participate and lead the deals that will transform Angola’s energy future.

With a focus on making investment in Angola happen, AOG 2023 will encourage investment into technologies and projects while creating an enabling environment for local and international businesses.

Rich with untapped hydrocarbon reserves owing to its pivotal location encompassing the Lower Congo, Kwanza-Benguela, and Namibe Basins, Angola offers a rich cultural and commercial experience for energy players.
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Discussion Points

- Securing new investment in Angola’s infrastructure sector.
- Attracting commitments from existing and new players in Angolan priority projects.
- Integrating energy progress with other sectors and spreading its benefits to society.
- Triggering newfound growth across the renewable energy market.
- Ensuring national aspirations translate into tangible developments.
- Solidifying the role women play in Angola’s oil and gas sector.
- Scaling up exploration and production in marginal, onshore and offshore basins.
- Consolidating Angola’s position as a regional energy hub.
- Developing an Angola-centric energy transition based on diversification.
- Towards regional energy growth and cooperation.
- Kickstarting Angola’s green hydrogen industry.
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**H.E. João Lourenço**  
*President of the Republic of Angola*

“This Angola Oil and Gas 2022 Conference is of great importance and is taking place at a moment when geopolitical cooperation is imperative towards promoting the development of oil and gas in Africa.”

**H.E Diamantino Azevedo**  
*Minister of Mineral Resources, Petroleum and Gas of Angola*

“During the third edition of this event, we have showed that Angola is on the right path. If we continue to support this event, solutions will come out for the improvement of the oil industry of Angola, and we hope that it will also contribute to the overall improvement of our continent and our planet. I think this event created an opportunity for us to reflect on the present and the future of the hydrocarbon industry, as well as the role that it will play going forward.”
Last year’s edition of AOG featured a Gala Dinner and Awards Ceremony, with several high-level organizations emerging as winners. These included Azule Energy winning the Game Changer of the Year award; ExxonMobil winning the Explorer of the Year award; and Somoil winning the Local Company of the Year award.

In addition to celebrating industry achievements, the dinner offered delegates a unique networking experience, enabling new connections to be made across the industry.

**This year’s gala dinner promises to be more exciting and entertaining than ever before.**
Since the event’s inception in 2019, AOG has celebrated a series of industry-advancing deal-signings by government, investors and project developers, triggering newfound growth across the sector.

In 2019, agreements were signed between United Shine and Sonangol; between NFE International, the Ministry of Energy and Water Resources, the Ministry of Mineral Resources and Petroleum and the Ministry of Finance; between Sonangol and Eni; and between the National Agency for Oil, Gas and Biofuels (ANPG) and ExxonMobil; while a contract was awarded to Kinetics Technology.

In 2022, agreements were signed between Angola’s Ministry of Mineral Resources, Petroleum and Gas and Namibia’s Ministry of Mines and Energy; the ANPG and Sierra Leone’s Petroleum Directorate; and Equatorial Guinea’s Ministry of Mines and Hydrocarbons and the DRC’s Ministry of Hydrocarbons.

This year, this trend will continue as regional and global players look towards Angola’s promising energy opportunities.

MOUS SIGNED in 2022
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Angola and Namibia
Equatorial Guinea and DRC
Angola and Sierra Leone
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Invest in the World’s Future Energy Value Chain in Africa

Engage, Reconnect and Make Deals at Angola Oil & Gas 2023
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